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Why this book
and the InnoMatch
Project?
The InnoMatch project partners experience that microcompanies lack knowledge and financial resources that can
drive their innovation. Besides this, there is no institutionalised
practice for collaborations between micro-companies and university
students. We need to change these circumstances to secure growth and
development in micro-companies. The InnoMatch project partners lead the
way in this effort by presenting practice-based tools and concepts that are
useful for micro-companies.
A key to transform the current state is the students in higher education
institutions who may be a concealed resource for micro-companies. This
project contributes to unwrap this resource and improve the innovative
competences in micro-companies.
The driver for this effort is the exchange of perspective (knowledge and
experience) between the companies and students. An example relates to the
students who have solved real-life cases for micro-companies throughout the
project lifetime. These relationships will secure the long-term impact of the
project.

The InnoMatch project contributes to the fulfilment of the EU strategy for the
Baltic Sea Region. The project has helped to reach the following:
• To connect the region and intensify the collaboration between the project
partners in Denmark and Sweden
• To encourage innovation and entrepreneurship in society and microcompanies
•

To enhance the innovative capacity within micro-companies that creates new
opportunities for securing prosperity and growth in the region
This book presents best-practice processes and tools from the InnoMatch
project. The presentations resemble a consortium of very different partners
from Denmark and Sweden. Hence, the tools presented embody a variety of
competences in this particular Scandinavian cross-border collaboration.
You can use the tools concurrently or independently.
We wish you an interesting read!

Understanding Needs
Preliminary Studies
Two preliminary studies contributed to the
establishment and organisation of the InnoMatch
project, especially concerning the talent programmes.
Prior to the organisation of the InnoMatch talent
programmes, Aalborg University (AAU) conducted
a preliminary study in 200 micro-companies. The
aim was twofold: to reveal the companies’ needs for
competences and to investigate their knowledge and
experience with university students and employees
who hold a higher education degree.
AAU built its talent programme based on the results
from the study. In this way, students acquired
competences needed by companies. The match of
students and companies had an improved outset,
which made it easier to establish collaborations and
internships.

The study showed that micro-companies demand
students who have skills in project management,
sales, development, and innovation. Therefore, the
talent programmes intended to boost students’ and
micro-companies’ theoretical understanding and
practical skills. This enabled them to apply tools
in a practical setting within the fields of project
management, sales, and creativity.
Similarly, AAU also conducted a preliminary study
of students at AAU. This study revealed that the
students particularly want to improve their oral
communications, project management, analysis,
evaluation, management, and organisation skills.
As a result, the design of the talent programmes at
AAU also have a focus on communication and project
management.
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1. Talent Programmes potentials)
This work package involves talent programmes
where students and micro-companies are part
of a joint competence development process. The
talent programmes consist of three parts (see
figure on the right):

Actions in
InnoMatch
The InnoMatch project
has three work packages:
1. Talent Programme
(potentials)
2. Internships (relations)
3. Innovative collaborations
(co-creation)

Part I develops the participants’ competences
in how to create growth and innovation in
micro-companies. The set-up is a number
of workshops in areas in which the involved
companies face a need for development. The
themes are growth, innovation processes,
project management, and business
understanding supplemented by practical
company cases from Danish and Swedish
companies.
Part II advances the participants’ knowledge
and network of micro-companies located in
Denmark and Sweden. The intent is to create
job or internships for students in a foreign
company.
Part III includes the annual transboundary
event called STCC (Scandinavian Talent Case
Competition). Here, companies present a reallife case challenge. The purpose is to increase
companies’ innovation capacity. The intent
is to continue this cross-border innovation
competition after the InnoMatch project.

Talent programme
Part 1
Competency development of the participants

Part 2
Development of the participants’ knowledege and
network of micro-companies across the Nordic borders

Part 3
Scandinavia Talent Case Competition (STCC).
An annual border-crossing innovation competition

2. Internships relations)
This work package includes internships in microcompanies. Danish students find internships in
Swedish companies and vice versa. We match
students and companies, and then students
solve specific tasks in the company. The aim
is to strengthen micro-companies’ innovation
competences and to make students discover career
opportunities in the Kattegat/Skagerrak (KASK)
Region. Internships in general are also part of the
InnoMatch project so that students discover career
opportunities in micro-companies.
Matchmaking Days is another part of the work
package. The aim is to match development-oriented,
highly motivated talents with role models from
specific companies.

3. Innovative collaborations co-creation)
In this work package, students have the opportunity to solve a specific problem for
a company in teams. The combination of different experiences and competences
creates value. Therefore, the focus is on establishing a meeting place for various
sectors and knowledge areas.
The collaborations differ in set-up and duration. It is crucial for their success that
students are sound and that they possess the right professional skills. Sometimes,
the co-creation process involves workshops prior to or during the course.
The Innovative collaborations contribute to the enhancement of companies’
innovation capacity that creates new opportunities for maintaining prosperity
and growth in the KASK Region.

An outcome of this work package is a variety of tools,
materials and best-practice concepts based on the
experiences from the internships. We expect that
these will help future interns and companies in the
KASK Region to establish rewarding internships.
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AAU’s work in InnoMatch
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Aalborg University (AAU) was founded in 1974.
It has three branches in Aalborg, Esbjerg
and Copenhagen. AAU offers Bachelor’s
and Master’s degrees in natural sciences,
engineering, social sciences, humanities,
technical and health sciences. All degree
programmes and research activities at AAU are
problem and projectbased.
There is a strong interplay between staff and
students and continuous collaborations with
public and private sectors. A characteristic is
the use of PBL (Problem Based Learning). Reallife company challenges become an implicit
part of students’ project work. Students
continuously work in groups.

Part 1

We have been part of the work packages Talent
Programmes and Internships.
In our talent programme, participants should
develop their practice-oriented competences and
extend their interest in cooperating with microcompanies. At the same time, the programmes
should increase micro-companies´ awareness
of collaboration opportunities with university
students. The talent programme consisted of two
modules. In module one, the participants developed
competences in creativity, project management,
marketing, and innovative sales methods. The
participants used these competences when solving
real-life case challenges from micro-companies.
In module two, the participants worked into depth
with one specific real-life case using the method
Design Thinking. The students should have a
specific interest in innovation and development in
micro-companies. Interdisciplinarity is a priority
and therefore students represent many different
study programmes. Each module has room for thirty
students.
We have conducted different internship initiatives.
We promoted internship opportunities during the
talent programme. In the last part of module 1, we
furthermore hosted a micro-company dating. We
have established a very close collaboration with the
Swedish project partners in order to increase the
focus among the students at AAU on the possibility
to do an internship in a Swedish micro-company.

Learning points and
results
A learning point for us is that talent
programmes are a way to recruit members
to our start-up-teams in the AAU Incubator.
This is part of our unit SEA (Supporting
Entrepreneurship at Aalborg University). We
can use both the structure and contents of the
programme to encourage students to build
innovation and entrepreneurial competences
even though they will not start their own
business. It is a suitable way to broaden
the initiatives of the incubator to a wider
range of students. Our students have limited
opportunities to work interdisciplinarily in
their study programmes. This element brings
value to the students. Another learning point
concerns the formation of interdisciplinary
groups and the utilisation of the wide range of
competences in such groups.

The participating students express that
they improved their practice-oriented skills.
Furthermore, they increased their own
understanding of how their competences can
find use in business life. The participants
are happy to work in interdisciplinary groups
where they have gained new competences
and found a network with students from
other study programmes than their own. They
liked how they could use their theoretical
knowledge in practice in relation to the cases
from micro-companies. Many participants
expressed that they are now more attentive to
job opportunities in micro-companies. Here
they expect more responsibilities and many
different types of tasks.

The participating companies expressed that
they found new inspiration for developing
products, processes, and marketing efforts.
The companies were very satisfied with the
innovative ideas from the students. In many
instances, companies got in contact with
potential new employees.
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In the InnoMatch project, TCP
became part of the talent
programme. TCP supported
the creation of innovative and
creative solutions to different
micro-company challenges.
TCP was a part of module
one in the talent programme
where it should enhance the
participants’ creativity. Later,
the platform became a pivotal
part in all course sessions in
the first module two we did.

Security is very important for the participants. Participants may fear that co-students perceive
them negatively. Then they will not open up to each other and share their knowledge. In order to
create security, the students get different instructions from the facilitator. They should not say
“no” to each other’s ideas. Moreover, the participants should not present themselves in order to
avoid that the participants’ backgrounds affect the others.
Concentration means that the participants solely focus on the same task and follow the same
path. The workshop structure contains small tasks with short deadlines. The facilitator collects
the participants’ watches and
phones and informs them
that there are no pre-planned
breaks during the workshop.
If participants need a break,
they are free to do so. This
structure of the platform,
where focus is on a specific
task and concentration, creates
motivation.

The creative ptform

Concentration

TCP is a research-based tool
developed by AAU. The tool is
especially useful in workshops,
where different people,
who do not know each other
beforehand, are gathered.

Knowledge and experience entail that the participants use all of their existing knowledge and not
only their acquired academic knowledge.

Motivation

The aim of The Creative
Platform (TCP) is to create
a creative and innovative
culture and to develop new
and innovative ideas, and as a
means for team-building.

TCP has four pillars: knowledge and experience, concentration, motivation, and security.

Feeling secure

Get suited for creative
processes and idea generation

The basic principles

Unlimited use of knowledge

The Creative
Platform

Motivation is supported by the
intent of the platform to create
a playful environment.
There is a clear connection
between all four pillars.

The workshop
The workshop starts with a theoretical
presentation of the platform. In this way,
the participants get an introduction to the
content and plan for the workshop. The
workshop continues with small exercises
called “the red carpet” that create security
among the participants. The participants
become introduced to the case and they
write their initial solutions on post-its.
The participants present their ideas in
groups of 7-10 participants. They add
new ideas along with the presentations
of the initial ideas. Then, each participant
choose an idea; the one they select for
further development.
Then, the facilitator asks the participants
to team up with a person, who, for
instance, wears the same type of shoes as
themselves. By doing so, the participants
are mixed randomly with people they do
not know.
To initiate the further development of the
ideas and train creativity, a 3D-case is
used. An example of a 3D-case is a task

where participants develop a new product
or concept; how can they develop a new
product or service by linking a water
bottle with a light bulb?
After working the work with the 3D-case,
participants give feedback and come with
suggestions to the different ideas on the
actual case. During the session, pictures
and other materials are suitable as
creative stimulus.
New student pairs repeat the exercise.
After the development process, the groups
select one idea that they want to develop
further. At the end of the workshop, the
participants present their ideas in a showroom.

The challenge
As a facilitator, you should be aware that you might
encounter resistance from some participants. It can
be difficult to get students started and prove to them
how the platform works.
However, in most instances the students agree that
TCP is a fun and exciting tool.

In the showroom, some students present
their ideas while others listen to the
presentations. Then the participants
switch roles.
The showroom makes it possible for
the participants to network, and they
can ask and address questions to the
different solutions in a safe and secure
environment.
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VIA is the largest of Denmark’s seven university
colleges. We have strong visions regarding
innovation and entrepreneurship and we seek
to leave a clear mark as an entrepreneurial
educational institution.
Getting new ideas and using them creatively
is in high demand from future employers.
Each of our eight campuses have a student
incubator. The student incubators offer
workshops, events, extra-curricular education,
programmes, and guidance for student startups.
The goal is to develop the entrepreneurial
knowledge and ability of the students and
to enhance their general employability both
as an employee and as self-employed. The
student incubators have hosted the activities
of the talent programme and the innovative
collaborations in the InnoMatch project.

VIA’s work in InnoMatch
More than 300 students and 25 micro-companies have
participated during the project in 17 talent courses,
in 12 innovative collaborations, and in the STCC
(Scandinavian Talent Case Competition).
The participating students have represented
many education programmes ranging from public
administration to nursing and design. A large part of
the students study within the field of public welfare
services. Therefore, it is essential to find small
companies with a strong social and sustainable profile.
More and more small companies start up with the
intention to increase value on both economic,
sustainable, and social parameters. Such small
companies make a compatible match to our students.

It has given us
an opportunity
to work with
innovation,
get feedback,
and develop
know-how and
know-of and
to expand our
network.
- Participating company in InnoMatch

Feedback from students
and companies
The InnoMatch project has revealed a tremendous
potential in collaborating with micro-companies.
The networks of both companies, students, and
incubators have grown in numbers and brought
many new platforms of collaboration with them. A
company states: “It has given us an opportunity to
work with innovation, get feedback, and develop
know-how and know-of and to expand our network”.
Another company emphasises the importance
of getting more familiar with the students. “[The
participation in the project] ... has enhanced the
knowledge of small companies to the students, it
has expanded our network and we have gotten a lot
of new ideas”.
It is of great importance that both students and
companies gain new and applicable knowledge.
One of the students stated that: “... we also
worked with a project for a local company called
Flexfabrikken. Here, we could apply all the theory
we had learned to an actual practice. We worked
in groups with a problem, the company was
facing, and we suggested a solution. The students
presented all the ideas to the company for them
to optimise their practice. It was amazing to
experience that your ideas as a student can have an
impact in a real-life context”.

In general, the students stress three main
aspects of participating in the talent course.
The first one is the new collaboration with
companies and the importance of making a
real-life impact.
The second aspect is the interdisciplinary
collaboration between the students, which
is of high value according to themselves.
[...]I became inspired by my newfound
interdisciplinary network, on how things can
be done differently at my own education”.
The third aspect is the specific tools that the
students became familiar with during the
course: “Without noticing, I improvised with
whatever I’ve learned in graphic facilitation,
presentation technique and how to
generate ideas. It was not until later
I realised where I’ve learned this.
Now I made it an essential part
of how I prepare for e.g. my
job as a student teacher”.
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The Talent course
The course consists of four workshops that alternates
between short lectures, exercises and collaboration
with the small companies, both to support the
theoretical basis, but at the same time also with
a strong focus on developing specific practical
skills. Lecturers, who work in the student incubator,
facilitate the four workshops.

Workshop 1 - Process facilitation
“How can we develop skills to facilitate and
lead different processes? And how do we handle
difficulties along the way?”. Through different
structures, frames for meetings and through
developing a skill set as well as a mind-set, the
students practice the role as the facilitator. The
students will put this into practice, when working
with the company.

Workshop 2 - Group dynamics
“How can we train the skills of working in a team,
both as a team member and as a team leader?” The
focus in the workshop is on the team dynamics
and the process in the interdisciplinary team. With
communication, cooperation, roles in the team and
conflict handling as key elements.

Workshop 3 - Generating ideas
“How to get good and creative ideas?” The workshop
contains tools, models, and exercises in order to
practice the skill of idea generation.

Workshop 4 - Project leadership
“How can we use the skills from the other workshops
when leading a small project and working together
with a company?” The workshop is spent on
facilitating the process of idea generation and
development framed by a challenge given by a small
company.
One of the companies, who participated in the talent
course, is a small company called Flexfabrikken,
located in the city of Viborg. The company primarily
offers outsourcing and PR services. Eighty percent of
the employees have a reduced working capacity and
therefore they have flexible work agreements. The
challenge for the company is to balance the social
responsibility aspect and still attract customers. The
students worked on different solutions and presented
these to the owner of the company.

Obstacles and significance
During the InnoMatch project, we have faced two main obstacles. One
obstacle concerns the recruitment of students for the talent course. It is
necessary to have a very strong connection to the education programmes
in order to recruit the talented students. Another obstacle involves the
recruitment of small companies. We aim at companies with a strong social
and sustainable focus and these can be difficult to find in the campus
cities.

It is important that students are able to rethink and innovate approaches
and solutions as well as to contribute to the development of methods,
products, and work processes. During the talent course, the students
get a unique opportunity to acquire knowledge and develop competences
to cooperate professionally and innovatively with students from other
professions. This promotes a connection between academia and reallife practices. It becomes possible to bridge a gap between students and
companies. The talent course will remain a part of the student incubator
programme after the InnoMatch project ends. It has been a revelation for
companies and students towards more interdisciplinary collaborations and
possibilities of social, entrepreneurial employment.
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Dania Academy offers twentyone AP and bachelor’s degree
programmes as well as
fourteen academy profession
programmes and more than
two hundred academy courses.
We have eight campuses in
Grenaa, Hedensted, Hobro,
Horsens, Randers, Silkeborg,
Skive, and Viborg.
Dania Academy is
characterised by a high level
of practice-orientation and
collaboration with businesses.

Dania’s work in Innomatch
In the InnoMatch project, we have focused on the Talent Programme
and Internships.
We have run the talent programmes three times, each consisting of two
modules and the STCC. In this way, we have had several collaborations
with companies. Students have collaborated with micro-companies on
specific development projects voluntarily in their spare time.
Among others, we have facilitated these innovation processes by “future
workshops”, “design thinking”, and by involving our network of partners.
The students had to apply for participation, and the talent programmes
have been offered to all our full-time students.
We have carried out biannual internship dating events on our campuses.
We have focused on attracting micro-companies to create the possibility
for internships and jobs in these types of companies. This effort
has been broad in order to attract students from our very different
educational programmes.
Additionally, ten computer science students have visited the companies
Systeminstallation AB, NilsonGroup, and EZY in Varberg. These
companies lack qualified programmers. The meeting between the
companies and the students contributes to breaking barriers, creating
curiosity and fostering internships and job possibilities in other
Scandinavian countries.

Part 2

Small
companies
can often
give me more
responsibility
and thereby
more selfdevelopment.
- Dania talent

We have experienced a strengthened
collaboration with companies because we
have been able to offer talents selected from
Dania Academy’s many different educational
programmes. We have experienced an
enormous drive from the selected talents who
chose to spend their weekends working with
the challenges. In addition, working with reallife challenges has been a key motivation for
the talents.
”I have gotten hands-on and had the
opportunity to use my theoretical knowledge
in a practical setting. It has been amazing to
work on a case which is real and not made up”
(Dania talent).
”It was awesome to have people from the
outside focusing at the festival and coming up
with innovative ideas. They have been quite
creative and came up with great ideas” (Elena
Skytte,”The borderless festival”).
Most of our talents express that they have
strengthened their innovation competences,
and nearly all of them consider an internship,
a student or permanent job in a micro or newly
established company.
”Small companies can often give me more
responsibility and thereby more selfdevelopment” (Dania talent).

”The talent programme has made me more curious about
projects outside the bigger cities. The inclusion of the
local area has had a focus which didn’t only include
sustainability, but also local collaborators, which has
been educational and interesting to engage in” (Dania
talent).
Our internship efforts have resulted in an increased
awareness of micro-companies among students, and
we have increased the number of students who do an
internship in a micro-company. In general, we have
experienced a big interest from micro-companies in
meeting the students.
”There are more of the students I have talked to who
are very interested in becoming self-employed, and
through an internship with us they can both have time
to develop their own ideas and, through tasks during the
internship, gain experience on problem areas from other
self-employed people” (Company that participated in
internship dating at Dania).
”It was incredibly relevant for us to come
out and offer the students our help,
hear their thoughts and strengthen
the collaboration with the school”
(Company that participated in
internship dating at Dania).
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Design thinking
as a model
for developing
innovative concepts
Students develop business ideas in
collaboration with micro-companies in the
weekend
At Dania Academy, all full-time students
can apply for participation in the talent
programme. They should send a motivated
application and describe how they can
contribute to the development of microcompanies. We have divided the talent
programme into two modules and carried
it out in weekends. The centre of every
module is the micro-company and one of
its real-life challenges.
In this section, we will illustrate how we
have worked with design thinking as a
process tool in the talent programme.
We have divided the process into four
phases.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Plan
Explore
Create
Prototype

Plan
The planning phase has involved meetings with the company
and a preparation of the case and thus the frame for the
students’ work. We have also planned the design process for
the students. Within each part of the process, we have worked
with different tools.
The students met the company so that it could present the
challenge and answer questions from the students. This has
been done prior to the explore phase.

Explore
The designer of new business opportunities has to base her
work on the user. Students should be able to put users at the
heart of their work and therefore they should do a segment
analysis. Based on this analysis, they should select one
representative from one of these segments. Based on this
representative, they should develop a persona. We have tested
two tools in this process. The Lotus Blossom as a tool for
brainstorming and development of the persona. Furthermore,
the empathy map as a framework for the many details from
the brainstorm.

Create
We asked the students to constantly design for their persona within the framework
of the company case. After a brainstorming session, they divided their ideas among
different topics and selected one specific topic. The Lotus Blossom became the tool
for the further development of the topic. At the end, the students presented their
persona in a plenary session with peer-to-peer feedback.

Prototype
First, we used the Lotus Blossom to explore the idea or concepts. The idea or concept
became the centre of the blossom, and the questions and investigation comprised
the leaves of the blossom. ”If this proposition is to be successful, what should we do
and who should we involve?” The students worked with the customer journey, and
drew or filmed different scenarios. Some students chose to build prototypes.
Students were encouraged to contact people who resemble their personas to make
quick tests of their ideas or concepts. The tests on real people have been the
reason for some adjustments to the concepts. There has also been a dialogue
with a company representative during the process.
We completed the course with presentations for the micro-company
where the students received feedback on their work.
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STCC Varberg 2017
Experience and learning from a micro-company
Taking part in STCC was an opportunity for us to meet motivated students with a wide range of knowledge and
experience. It was a very inspiring day where we got a sense of how to work with different methods in order to
create innovative ideas. It was very rewarding to get a chance to convey our knowledge and experience from the
wool industry to the students.
Our expectations were that we could take a few new ideas with us back to home. These ideas should be suitable
and relevant for a further development.
The best thing about being a part of STCC was that it enabled us to continue to work together with students. Later,
we took part in a cooperation for innovation that had an even stronger focus on sustainability and value and growth
creation in our company.
I did not know that there are some many different interesting alignments with the university today. I believe
that this blend of different skills and academic knowledge was a big part of the innovation that took place in the
cooperation.
From a business perspective, I have not been aware of the opportunity to collaborate with students in this way. It
has really helped us to broaden our perspectives on how a new and younger customer group value products and
services.
My best advice to other companies or students taking part in similar events is to grab the opportunity, be present
and try to make the most of it.
As a sheep farmer and entrepreneur, I need to have a very practical and hands-on approach to my business. This
type of academic and corporate cross-border context gives new perspectives and a new way of thinking. How will
I perceive the industry and my company in ten years’ time? What will future customers consider when they buy a
product or service?
Camilla Sten,
Hamra Gård

Part 3

STCC Ebeltoft 2018
Case description from the organizers
In April 2018, we conducted the second Scandinavian Talent Case Competition. 60 students from six educational
institutions worked with one challenge.
In the area surrounding of Ebeltoft, located on Djursland, there are multiple micro-companies in the outdoor industry
with outdoor trips, mountain biking, fishing, paragliding, and stand up paddling. The industry experience a need for
a common communication platform for local companies and tourists. It could be a physical and/or a digital platform.
A business model that everyone – both municipalities, tourism organisations, tourism bodies, tourists, locals and
micro-companies – can benefit from. The tourism organisation Destination Djursland currently starts a new project
focusing on this challenge.
The development of a common communication platform became the challenge during a three-day case competition.
The participating students were in the final part of their talent programme. Design Thinking framed the innovation
process. Representatives from both the Swedish and Danish InnoMatch partners facilitated the Design Thinking
process based on findings and tests from the talent programme. The students worked in interdisciplinary teams;
doctors, nurses, pedagogues, hospitality, marketing, finance and so forth mixed together to ensure diversity. A
panel of internal and external experts and industry representatives was available for the students.
Representatives from Dansk Kyst- & Naturturisme, Destination Djursland, Syddjurs Municipality and the
company Orange Elevator judged the solutions from the students.
VIA & Dania
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Business and Destination Office (NOD) is part
of the municipality of Varberg, located on the
Swedish west coast. Our aim is to create the
best possible conditions for Varberg’s business
community by assisting with knowledge,
contacts, and opportunities for collaboration.
Additionally, we promote Varberg and show
how Varberg is an attractive municipality to
live and work in – a place that inspires. We are
responsible for the brand ‘Varberg inspires’
and work to create an attractive and innovative
destination.

By taking the role as a development department and
using EU funded projects to achieve competitive
knowledge, we give our network valuable meeting
spots, communicate contacts and ensure that people
and companies receive the help they need to launch
projects. We have a large network of contacts within
the region of Halland, ranging from property owners
and financiers to projects, services, and productions.
Many companies and employees choose to live and
work in Varberg because of the sound business
climate and the good living conditions. When we
provide the business sector with high quality services
and create an appealing destination, we believe that
we can reach our vision: to become the creative centre
on the west coast!

NOD’s work in
InnoMatch
We use the InnoMatch project to develop new
opportunities for different target groups to
meet and interact.
Before joining the InnoMatch project, one big
challenge that we were facing was the large
gap between what our businesses needed
when it came to competence and what was
possible to find in the region. To reduce
this knowledge gap, we had to improve the
connection between our network of businesses
and students in Sweden and abroad. The
InnoMatch project contributes to address
this task by creating settings for networking
and collaborations between students and
businesses.
In general, NOD work with designing meetings
and facilitating relevant network processes in
the InnoMatch project.
One specific example of our work is the twoday STCC that took place in May 2017. Here,
we invited a bunch of students from Denmark
to participate and co-create in an innovation
competition during 24 hours in Varberg. The
task was to innovate the wool industry and
the students worked in teams to come up with
ideas on how to refine wool and use it in new
products.

Main takeaways
We have experienced that we can learn a
lot from other municipalities and public
organisations when working together in
inspiring and relevant EU projects such as
InnoMatch.
In the example, the most significant effect of
the STCC event was from our point of view that
the companies and wool experts received new
innovative ideas on how to use their wool in
new markets.
In addition, we found it very interesting to be
able to provide a frame for benchmarking and
product development.
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Matchmaking across
the borders!
Due to a considerable shortage of programmers
in the southwestern region of Sweden, the
municipality of Varberg decided to act!
We created the ‘InnoMatch Talent Day’;
a one-day networking event designed to
stimulate future business partnerships and
connections. The day included three visits to
local IT companies, networking, dining and
sightseeing around the city, with the goal of
matching students from Denmark with real work
opportunities and internships in Varberg.
By taking the role as a headhunting
matchmaker, we contributed with an aspect
that is missing today: the perfect setting
for serious networking. In collaboration
with local companies in Varberg we created
the programme with plenty of networking
opportunities.
What is the meaning of matchmaking across
the borders, you might ask. Cross-border
matchmaking activities create memories, new
connections, alliances, and opportunities
between the nations in the near future. It is an
invaluable initiative for both businesses and
students.

InnoMatch Talent Day
Programme
The InnoMatch Talent Day consisted of the following
activities:
• Arrival at company number one, breakfast and company
pitch
• Arrival at company number two, company pitch and
discussion
• Lunch, leisure time and networking
• Tour around the city of Varberg
• Arrival at company number three, company pitch
• Matchmaking, speed dating event
• Wrap-up

♥

♥

♥

♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥
♥ ♥
♥
♥

I have learned a lot, we
were really professionally
received! I hope I will have
the opportunity to do an
internship, and if so, I
would like to move here.
There is specific technology
that I want to know more
about, right now I have a
fairly general orientation
but I want to become more
specialist.

♥

♥

♥ ♥ ♥ ♥

♥

- Steffen Poulsen, student at Dania Business
Academy

♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥

♥

♥

♥♥♥
♥ ♥ ♥
♥
♥

We really need expertise in IT
and system development. This
is a fantastic initiative that can
lead to internship and long-term
employment. For us, it is an
asset to have staff from different
nationalities; we already have
this and see the value of it. But
it’s always best that they work
locally for a closer contact.
- Fredrik Klarqvist, EZY, develops
communication and online sales for
the travel industry.
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Campus Varberg’s work in
The Ale
The Alexanderson Institute is part of the
educational institution of Campus Varberg, yet
it does not comprise a traditional educational
institution. We supply students where there is
a demand and maintain supply as long as the
demand exists.

The purpose of the Alexanderson Institute
is to pursue demanded development that
coordinates and takes account for development
needs linked to businesses in the Halland
region by:
• contributing to business development through
networking and project initiatives
• contributing to the region’s increased
competitiveness
• contributing to increased focus on
internationalisation
• increasing the connection between research
and development as well as education and
businesses

InnoMatch

Within the InnoMatch project, the Alexanderson Institute is
working on developing methods, processes and tools in the field
of Design Thinking. The goal is to develop a portfolio of tools that
students at Campus Varberg can bring in the meeting with microcompanies. The aim of the tools is to make the students familiar
with the innovation work by knowing about how the process is to
be carried out. Our experience is that when there is a clear process
to follow, both students and companies perceive the work as
rewarding and professional.
The result of the work is that the students gain experience and
contacts as well as display concrete development cases that they
have implemented. The students document the result of their work
in a portfolio report that they can use and show when looking for
new assignments or future jobs.
The participating companies find that they get many new insights
through the innovation cooperation. They also get tools that they
can continue to work on in their internal development work. In
many cases, innovation work has opened up for continued paid
work for students who have participated.

Our takeaways
One of the insights gained through
InnoMatch is the importance
of building and transferring
the experience with innovation
collaboration to students over
time. We constantly achieve new
knowledge and new experiences
through the various cases and
companies that the students work
with – experiences and knowledge
proven to be worth managing and
refining over time. This has led the
Alexanderson Institute to focus
on later parts of the InnoMatch
project on issues related to how
the talent programme can be
owned and managed in a studentdriven organisation that offers
future student internships and
innovation partnerships in microcompanies.

‘Taste of Wow’
We have gathered the result of our work in InnoMatch in the workbook ‘Taste of Wow’. It describes in a number of steps the process
of the InnoMatch talent programme. We designed the workbook to act as a guide for both Process Managers and process
participants.
The Alexanderson Institute intends to continue supporting students in working with leading innovation processes
themselves through the experience and knowledge gained in the InnoMatch project.
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Design Thinking Tools
Usually companies get in touch with students when they seek cooperation on the implementation of different events. In
these events, there are often many design challenges in terms of how experiences should be designed to meet needs and
surprise visitors in a positive way. Below we describe some tools suitable for the design thinking process.

One Page Paper OPP)
In case the students
identify that there is
development work
in the form of an
innovation cooperation,
they write an
assignment description
in the form of an OPP.
This OPP is the basis
for the development
work to be undertaken
in cooperation
between companies
and students. It is a
challenge to formulate
the ‘right’ question so
that development work
focuses on the right
aspect.

IDEA

IDEA

IDEA

THIS IS WERE
WE CREATE

WOW!

Based on the OPP, the students interact with customers – for example through interviews, observations or focus
groups – to acquire knowledge about the target group and its needs. The students collect the material and use it as a
basis for idea development and the innovation work. Customer interactions need to be carried out repeatedly during
the design work. Development and testing create new insights and knowledge. This needs to be matched so that new
customer interactions can be cariied out. This should be a constant and repeated task.

The Lotus Flower
DATUM:

Idea development takes place using the Lotus Flower

LOTUS:
method, which is a method that recurs in several of

the steps of the innovation cooperation. The Lotus
Flower is perceived by both students and companies
ANTECKNINGAR
as a concrete and visually appealing method of idea
development.
IDEA

Prototyping
Selected ideas are developed into prototypes and
tested to ensure that the intended effects are
achieved and the experience is as intended. The
creation of prototypes and testing is challenging
and new to many students and companies. Here, it
is a challenge to find out what is testable and get
valuable information that allows the development
work to proceed to a final product, solution or offer.

Portfolio Report
The result of the work is gathered in a portfolio
report that the students can use later when
seeking new collaborations or future employment.
Participating companies experience that they get new
knowledge, new insights and useful methods to apply
continuously in the development work.
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Business Academy MidtVest (EAMV) has its
primary location in Herning with a strong focus
on growth and innovation. We have 1,300
students and 70 staff members and we offer
a variety of full-time AP degree programmes,
Bachelor’s programmes and part-time AP and
Diploma degree subjects. The programmes cover
installations, production, laboratory and food
technology, marketing and sales, web, media and
communication, and IT and technology.
EAMV was founded in 2009 and has been an
independent institution since 2011.
The programmes are practice-oriented and
include mandatory internships of at least twelve
weeks.

Interdisciplinary teams
In CLE, we support the fruitful collaboration within
interdisciplinary teams of students. The knowledge
within the teams resembles the wide variety of education
programmes at EAMV. The micro-companies in the
InnoMatch project profit from the disciplines represented
in the student teams.

Transfer of knowledge and experience
CLE has an obligation to transfer the latest research
knowledge to students, lecturers, and companies. Our
students integrate this knowledge into case solutions.
The companies in the InnoMatch project experience how
students are able to develop, test, apply, and implement
innovative solutions based on both theory and experience.

Develop innovative ideas for sustainable solutions
CLE is our centre of excellence (Centre for
Management and Entrepreneurship). Within CLE,
students collaborate with partner companies
to create innovative solutions to sustainability
challenges. The InnoMatch project gives us a
unique opportunity to take this work forward.

From classroom to Playground
EAMV has recently opened Playground which is a creative
and innovative learning space. It covers 1,265 m2.
Therefore, we have a suitable arena that sparks innovative
and creative thinking. Playground supports the intention
of strengthening the innovative capacity within microbusinesses within the InnoMatch project.

During the
MidtVest’s work in
project, I
innomatch
discovered
that small
companies
also need us.

The InnoMatch project is a new knowledge
platform for us. We have been able to qualify
and update our degree programmes so
that they contain new innovative learning
components for the benefit of microbusinesses.

- Student EAMV 2018

Furthermore, the InnoMatch project has
manifested that our students can put their
newly acquired knowledge and competences
into play in micro-companies.

The Danish Science Festival
EAMV created an arena for collaboration for
different stakeholders at the Danish Science
Festival, 2017. Researchers, entrepreneurs,
micro-companies, lecturers, and students
worked with different themes such as “Edible
Insects” and “Robots Control the Finances”.
An outcome of the Danish Science Festival was
new collaboration projects between students
and start-up or micro-companies.
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Students have a JTI profile (Jung Type Indicator) which makes them
aware of strengths and weaknesses and what they bring to the team.

Competences for the benefit
of lectures
Design Thinking is the primary tool for the business model
innovation in the InnoMatch project. Our lecturers have
benefited greatly from the knowledge and how-to examples
from the project. New elements have become part of current
education programmes.
A learning point is that Design Thinking involves an intensive
and resource demanding innovation process. It is important
to inform the case companies about this before the initiation
of student-company collaborations.
We have collaborated with food companies such as the Food
Festival 2017 in Aarhus. We carried out an innovation camp
that targeted students in relevant AP degree programmes.
The purpose was to focus on companies where students could
find jobs after graduation.
The InnoMatch project focuses on the innovative capacity
of students. Therefore, EAMV organises interdisciplinary
innovation camps for all second semester students. The
purpose is to strengthen the students’ innovative and creative
competence and to use these competences in solving a
company challenge.
Students work in teams of six to seven students. Each team
represents the different study programmes at EAMV. “The
wisdom of the crowd” is important since the competences
from students with different study backgrounds are necessary
and valuable when working with the company case.

At the innovation camp, the students get a creativity box to support
various methods for idea generation, brainstorming, reverse
brainstorming, and word chains.

Yellow-green-red zone
The frame for the innovation process is a tool called ‘Yellow, green
and red zone’. This particular innovation process is introduced to
the students before the innovation camp. The Yellow, green and red
zone process gives students method for completing a structured idea
generation process. Each zone has different game rules. The process is
iterative and students sometimes choose to move both backwards and
forward in the process.
The inspiration for the innovation process is Eric Ries’ Lean Startup.
After finishing the red zone, students should visualize and present
their ideas using cardboard, video or other media. The jury consists
of representatives from the case company and a lecturer. All student
teams get feedback.

1.
2.
3.

Definition of the problem, ‘emptyyour-head’, feedback sessions

The creative zone where everything
is possible, feedback sessions

The critical zone, sorting and
evaluation of problems

Gate 1

Idea Screening

Stage 1
Scoping

Gate 2

Second Screening

Stage 2

Build Business Case

Gate 3

Go to Devepment

Stage 3

Devepment

Gate 4

Go to Testing

Stage 4

Testing and Validation

Gate 5

Go to unch

Stage 5
unch

Learning points
Take ideas one step further in new
innovation runs
The innovation camp is an example of how the InnoMatch project has
contributed with new inputs for teaching innovation.
The case solutions from the innovation camp became part of EAMV’s
innovation runs. A small food company selected the best ideas camp. Then
food technology students dug into the case solutions. Students became
part of monodisciplinary teams.
The Stage Gate® product innovation process was the frame for the
continued work. See the figure above. The purpose of this model is to make
new ideas into new products by passing through distinct decision points
called gates. Here, students make ‘go’ or ‘kill’ decisions to find out whether
an idea should be kept alive.

The Stage Gate® model should help students take the case solutions from
the innovation camp from inception to launch. However, the case solutions
are somewhat general. Therefore, it is challenging to take the idea through
the phases of the model.
Students only have very short time to work with the company challenge
and case solutions both during the innovation camp and in the subsequent
innovation runs. Despite of this, the company representatives commend the
case solutions and the innovative mind-set of the students. They are also
very positive about specific product suggestions.
The innovation processes call for instructive processes by lecturers. How
is the task defined? What is relevant in the different innovation zones,
stages and gates? How should solutions be presented and how are
they evaluated?
Students become part of an interdisciplinary team during
the innovation camp. Then students become part of new
monodisciplinary teams during the innovation runs.
It might be more advantageous for the students to
continue in the same team in the innovation run.
This is not possible due to practical reasons.
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Business Academy Aarhus is a University of
Applied Sciences, founded in 1 January 2009.
We develop and offer practice-orientated
higher education programmes within fields
such as:

• Business
• IT and technology
• Web, media and communication
• Environment and agriculture
• Biotechnology
We provide both undergraduate programmes
and grant academic degrees. Additionally,
we offer further education and part-time
programmes at Bachelor’s level for people who
need to strengthen their qualifications on the
job.
Business Academy Aarhus is in particular
characterised by cooperation with trade and
industry, realistic cases, and compulsory
internships.

BAAA’s work in
InnoMatch
Business Academy Aarhus has participated
in the InnoMatch talent programme and
collaboration for innovation.
The talent programme focuses on enhancing
participating students’ innovation skills and
abilities to create growth in small and microcompanies. The talent programme has run
twice with 12-14 participating students from
each of the academy’s eight faculties. The
programme has a duration of nine months,
ending with the Scandinavian Talent Case
Competition (STCC) which took place in
Varberg in 2017 and in Ebeltoft in 2018.
The collaboration for innovation consists of
the extracurricular activity ‘Experts in Teams’
(EiT) where interdisciplinary teams of students
compete to come up with the best innovative
solution to real-life challenges of small or
micro-companies. In the past two years, 15
small or micro-companies and approximately
400 students have participated. EIT of 2017
comprised long-term collaboration between
companies, students, and the academy.
Furthermore, we have participated in a
constructive and developing collaboration
with students and lecturers in Denmark and
Sweden. For instance, some of our students
participated in the talent programme at
Aalborg University, and students and lecturers
from Sweden participated in EIT.

A whole new development of the
individual talent and a great
experiment
Participating in the InnoMatch projects have been an opportunity for us to
both develop and test the first two interdisciplinary talent programmes at the
academy and help students develop themselves and create a network across
faculties. Simultaneously we have acquired a good contact to small and microcompanies and tried out methods to help these with innovation and growth
potential.
All the participating companies in both the talent programme and
collaboration for innovation have gotten innovative solutions or ideas which
they have subsequently been able to further evolve. The companies have
for example mentioned new knowledge, idea generation, and inspiration as
outcomes.

The students in the talent programme have improved their
competences in regard to small companies and start-ups across
national borders. They have been surprised by the substantial
benefits of being part of a network with people from other academic
backgrounds. They wish to use each other’s’ competencies to the
fullest in the innovation processes with the companies and they have
promised each other to avoid having tunnel vision again.
Finally, the collaboration for innovation has clearly increased the
students’ competences in concept development and idea generation.
The vast majority of students furthermore improve competence of
promoting growth in smaller businesses and start-ups. Additionally,
the students mention improved interdisciplinary cooperation
skills as one of the main takeaways as well as a strengthened
knowledge of their own strengthens.
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Experts in Teams – 21st
Century Skills
Companies look for candidates with knowledge and
experience in working in interdisciplinary teams.
Companies also demand candidates with innovative
competences. The EiT course integrate these
disciplines and is therefore valuable for both students
and companies.

The course

Students
Interdisciplinary teams form the basis for EiT. It is
therefore pivotal that students show up for classes to
secure that groups are functional and that students
get experience in working across disciplines. Students
shall apply for participation by filling out an online
form in order to secure a high level of motivation
among the participating students. The students
represent the different faculties of the academy so
that the student groups are interdisciplinary.

EiT consists of four modules with a duration of
3,5 hours each plus a full two days’ workshop. The
total workload for students is around 40 hours.
The specific course dates are announced in June
and the course runs from late September to the
beginning of November in the following semester. The
application deadline for students is in the beginning
of September.

It is voluntary for students to participate in EiT
which is an extra-curricular activity. Therefore,
students have to fit in the EiT course with their study
programme. For some students this is a challenge.

It is challenging to coordinate an interdisciplinary
course with the different faculties so that course
dates fit the students’ schedules in the study
programmes. Direct personal communication is of
high importance so that both leaders and employees
are aware of the course and the gain for the students.

Students who participate in all modules and the
workshop become an insert for their diploma,
a certificate for participation and a LinkedIn
recommendation. The students have expressed that
this is of high importance to them.

Students are in close contact with their case company
and the students have to act very professionally in
this relation.

Case companies
The case companies choose EiT because this course
involves very motivated students from different faculties.
The case solutions do therefore most often contain input
from different disciplines. The case companies present
their company and case for the students in person.
After the presentations, the company typically offers
that students can ask questions by phone or email. EiT
is a way for companies to find potential candidates for
internships or permanent jobs.
The case companies are typically from the microsegment and the companies are newly started
businesses. The case company should be able to draw a
case that includes issues related to ‘sustainability and
the triple bottom line’.

Learning loops
Between the modules and workshop, the lecturers become part of a learning loop group
where they share experiences from the modules and agree on learning points for the
individual facilitator. The learning loop sessions last one hour each. This is a way to enhance
the learning outcome for the facilitator. The sessions demand a high level of trust between
the facilitators and a fairly tight structure.

Facilitation toolbox
The next step is to develop a facilitation toolbox aimed at students and lecturers based on
contemporary research and the five years experience with EiT courses.

Lecturers
EiT has a project group with Senior Lecturers,
they represent the different faculties and have the
competences and interest in being facilitators. They
start with a facilitation course that highlights some of
the challenges of facilitation such as conflict resolution,
communication gaps, etc. The lecturers may be on
unknown grounds since the role of a facilitator is very
different from that as a lecturer.
During the course, lecturers work in pairs to plan
modules and presentations. The EiT course give
the lecturers new competences in facilitation of
interdisciplinary teams. They also get new knowledge
about the case companies and ‘sustainability’.

Facilitation
coruse for
lectures

Recruitment
of lectures &
students

Evaluation

Planning of
moduls
Dialogue with
companies

Module 1-4
Workshop
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Drivhuset equips people with the skills
to develop ideas, new and existing
businesses and contribute to innovation
as well as collaboration. We train people
to manage uncertainty and believe in
learning by creating value for others.
Drivhuset is an independent foundation
that promotes entrepreneurship, value
creation, and ideation in the Nordics
since 1993. We are represented at
14 different nordic, mainly Swedish,
cities. Always in close contact with
local universities and higher education
institutions.

The key is LOOPA, a modern business development method designed by
Drivhuset that combines approaches such as design thinking, effectuation
principles, customer development and more. LOOPA lies on contemporary
entrepreneurial research and is developed in close contact with, and quality
assured by, Chalmers School of Entrepreneurship. One of LOOPAs strengths
is that it facilitates HOW to develop an idea into a success for the customer,
and the process of creating value that is beneficial to your customers or
target group. To loop refers to doing interview, observation and test in order
to validate different hypothesis regarding ones ideas. LOOPA can be applied
on commercial as well as non-commercial ideas or ventures and lets you
develop your idea in a customer driven and action based process.
Organised and process led collaboration between students and companies
tend to speed up the innovation process. Thus, we guide educational
entities in creating a positive impact on an individual, company and societal
level by facilitating new learning processes. A perfect project match.

Drivhuset’s work in InnoMatch
Enhancing peoples’ ability and willingness to create value and collaborate
as well as testing LOOPA in different settings and lengths - outline our
focus in InnoMatch.
Companies got to test and learn new effective tools for business
development and innovation, as well as gaining new perspectives through
collaboration. The students trained their innovative and entrepreneurial
skills and abilities in creating value and thereby increasing their
employability.
In the track Collaboration for Innovation we developed the following
processes, focusing on sustainability:

Co-creation - the way forward
The participating companies stated that InnoMatch has demonstrated the
value of collaborating with students. It has encouraged them to explore
new ideas and it has helped them to put the customer perspective in focus.
Extended networks with other companies is another a positive outcome of
the project.
For the students, working with innovation, business development, and
sustainability in an action orientated manner has been an eye opener.
Besides adding to their entrepreneurial toolbox, the project and method
used showcased smaller companies as being agile, varied, and stimulating
organisations.

The Entrepreneurial Buddy Programme
Students from School of Business, Economics and Law, University
of Gothenburg were paired up with entrepreneurs with international
backgrounds. They attended a six months LOOPA programme in order to
ideate, test, iterate and develop existing and new business models.

Ideation workshop
80 people, during a student initiative #NowWhat, were teamed up with
specific challenges and through a creative workshop ideated prototype
solutions to the challenges related to the #MeToo movement.

Innovation Labs
For example La(m)b - wool producing companies and students co-created
and innovated new sustainable products and services. More about this
success story later.
Within the talent programme we developed an entrepreneurial c(r)ash
course to students, enhancing entrepreneurial skill such as acting under
uncertainty and creativity.

My best advise to
other companies and
students taking part
in events like this,
is to grab the
opportunity.
- Participant
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Coompanion Halland is an organisation that
provides consultation and advice for start-ups
when people want to start a business together
anywhere in the Halland Region. We also help
existing businesses to develop their companies
further and we facilitate all sorts of group
processes.
We are specialised in cooperative businesses
and apart from consultation, that is free of
charge, we take part in different collaborative
projects that correspond to our main fields
of expertise and interest like local business
development, sustainability and circular
economy, social innovation and social
company, business collaboration, and young
entrepreneurship.
We are represented on 25 different places all
over Sweden. By knowledge and network, our
main goals are to help and contribute, so more
cooperative companies can start, grow and be
economically and socially sustainable.
We are partly financed and funded by
Tillväxtverket, The Swedish Agency for
Economic and Regional Growth which is a
governmental agency under the Ministry of
Enterprise and Innovation.

Coompanion Halland’s work
in InnoMatch
Coompanion Halland has participated in the InnoMatch
talent programme and the collaboration for innovation.
The talent programme has addressed micro-companies
with the main goal to enhance their knowledge and
practical skills in how to use different methods for
innovation, business development, and growth. The first
module of the talent programme was a theoretical part
consisting of lectures and the second part called Open Lab
had a more practical approach where the ten participating
companies had the opportunity to try out tools for
increased customer and market knowledge, ideation,
prototyping, and iteration.
One of the main themes has been sustainability. We
worked together with wool companies and students
with interdisciplinary knowledge in order to create new
innovative products and services. We also investigated,
how the value chain and marketing proposition could
be developed further. There has also been a rewarding
cooperation between small trade companies and
marketing students with the purpose to explore how
methods for marketing through social media could further
be developed in order to reach new target groups.
During 2018, we have increased our transnational
collaboration, working with a Danish / Swedish case
where the main goal has been to deepen the customer
and market knowledge and investigate exporting business
potential.

Creation of a new
palette for innovation
Participating in InnoMatch has been a great
way for us to investigate and develop new
innovative methods for student and business
collaboration. Students are not our main target
group, but during InnoMatch we have been
able to start up a rewarding collaboration with
both Drivhuset in Gothenburg, Campus Varberg
as well as Halmstad University. We have also
gained an extensive input and knowledge from
our Danish partners participating in InnoMatch
by taking part in Experts in teams as well as
other transnational activities.

The participating companies emphasise that
they have gained new perspectives, new ideas
and inspiration as well as getting an extended
network. Several of the companies’ state
that they also got an increased knowledge of
how to work in a more iterative way. Greater
focus on customer knowledge and a deeper
understanding of the market needs has also
helped them to take their businesses to a new
level.

The participating students point out the actual
collaboration and the development process
that took place together with the companies as
the main highlights.
We see that both students and companies that
have taken part in InnoMatch have gained a
new set of skills and now have a wider palette
for working with innovation that will lead
to development, growth, sustainability, and
increased employability.
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Innovation Lab - value for
companies and students
A new sustainable concept to convert waste material
to customer value? A new digital marketing concept to
bring customers closer to natures products? Thanks to
Innovation labs, small businesses get the opportunity
to tap into the students creativity, and as a result,
businesses gain innovative prototypes to test and further
develop. Innovation labs can be executed with different
themes, here we would like to share one successful
example.

Case La m b - A collaboration by Drivhuset and
Coompanion
One of the main goals of innovation lab titled la(m)b is to
provide companies working with wool new perspectives,
ideas, prototypes, and concepts that can be implemented
and tested in their respective businesses. Alongside with
the business development, we provide students with the
opportunity to train their ability to create, ideate, and
generate value thus preparing them for future careers.
All within a limited time frame.
These goals and objectives were the underlying reasons
for our choice of method - LOOPA as the basis for the
innovation labs in general and la(m)b in particular.

LOOPA for customer feedback
The LOOPA method, developed by Drivhuset, is a way
of working with business development that helps you
focus on the customer, their needs and problems,
and how you can create value by solving customer
problems and for filling customer needs. LOOPA is
action-oriented with a solid academic foundation
in contemporary international entrepreneurial
research. It combines design thinking and customer
development with the concept of effectuation in
a new way. Resulting in concepts build based on
means available. The LOOPA method is developed
in close contact with, and is quality assured by,
Chalmers School of Entrepreneurship. One of the
main strengths of this method is that it focuses on the
’how’. How to develop an idea into a success for the
customer. It facilitates the process of how to create
value that is of actual benefit to your customers or
target group. The short and simplified answer to
that allusive question of how, is: get to know your
customer or target group. They have the answers
and can help you refine your ideas. So get out of the
building - and interview, observe, and test!

La m b - step by step
1. Defining challenge - company contacts
The process began by an open call to small businesses
followed by a dialogue and interviews with the
entrepreneurs conducted by Coompanion in collaboration
with Drivhuset. Based on the insights that were gained,
company specific challenges were defined. For example:
• How can wool be used and refined in new and innovative
ways?
• How can the concept ’rent a sheep’ be marketed?
By making use of its wool, that is discarded today, as well
as looking for new ways to refine and further develop
the wool that was actually taken care of, the goal was to
increase the customer value and in the long run generate
more profit for the businesses.
2. La(m)b - wool hachaton
In the la(m)b collaboration process, fifteen students
from different disciplines and backgrounds worked with
the challenges. The work was conducted in teams that
were set up by members from different backgrounds,
experiences, and education. The teams got to choose
to work with the challenge they found most interesting.
During a full day LOOPA workshop we focused on design
thinking, effectuation, and customer development.

We focused on understanding the challenge
and target group, creating a volume of proposed
solutions, engaged in idea testing (Looping)
and following pivots. The day finished with pitch
presentations of the latest prototypes and followed
by feedback from the process leader and other la(m)b
participants.
3. Prototype testing on company visits
Presentation of the latest prototypes were conducted
a couple of weeks after the workshop day. After
feedback and inputs from companies and potential
customers, the teams developed the next iteration of
prototypes during a workshop on site.
4. Full scale testing and implementation of the
prototypes in the wool companies day to day business
for maximum customer feedback.
”Valuable new partnerships, as well as an
opportunity to test and develop our toolbox
in new collaborative settings has been
rewarding” (Source: contributing
company).
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Outro

Six reflecting points from the InnoMatch project
What do you get out of a cross-border collaboration between nine educational institutions and organisations from Denmark
and Sweden? We gathered the partners from the InnoMatch project, sat down in a circle and discussed the learning points.
What have the partners learned? What do they take with them? What will they do differently in future projects? The journalist
Marcus Aggersbjerg participated and here he sums up the discussion in six reflecting points.

No. 1: No correct answers
The students are often afraid to fail. They strongly
desire to find the right solutions. However, when
it comes to innovation, the right solution does
not exist. It can be a challenging experience to be
part of a process where you do not know the exact
outcome. It is important to facilitate the students’
uncertainty. You should secure that the students,
as quickly as possible, accept the uncertainty as a
precondition. Among others, it requires that you,
right from the beginning, bring up that there are
no correct answers in innovation processes. We
must strive to create a clear and straightforward
process. Then, they typically take more
responsibility for their own learning outcome.

No. 2: The power of micro
The students come close to the decision makers when they
work together with micro and small companies. Often, they
are in direct contact with the owner of the company and this
force them to come up with well-defined and razor-sharp
proposals that fit the individual company.
It is easier for the students to influence small companies
and come up with implementable suggestions and ideas.
Larger companies may contain a higher level of bureaucracy,
procedures and different perceptions of how to do things.
For this reason, a collaboration between students and larger
companies are often more complex. The small companies
want renewal, but often they do not have the time for
innovation activities or they may not have any innovation
peers.
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No. 3: Interdisciplinary teamwork
The companies find the interdisciplinary collaboration with
students very beneficial. Typically, a small company only has a
few employees who rarely work together with other professional
backgrounds. They need students who can identify relevant
professions to solve different challenges. The project made
companies aware of the importance of innovation and working
together with teams where students have different professional
backgrounds.
In more of the involved educational institutions, there is not a
tradition for interdisciplinary teamwork. However, there is a need
for strengthening the interdisciplinary efforts so that this can
become part of more study programmes and project work. It is
important that both our collaboration partners and students master
this discipline.

No. 4: Small groups of students
It is beneficial to work with smaller groups of students. When you visit a larger
company with a larger team of students, the risk is that some students lack
engagement since they feel obliged to participate. Often, larger companies do not
have the time to work with the students for a longer period, and it may be difficult
to put their ideas into play. This seems to be different when visiting smaller
companies with a few designated students, who find it exciting to be part of the
project. This is why the combination of small companies and small groups of
students is very rewarding. Innovation does not become a forced task for neither
the companies nor the students.
We ask companies to ping-pong with the students and adjust the students’
solutions in the process. In this way, we avoid futuristic solutions and reach
innovative and specific proposals.

No. 5: Physical meetings
The project has given a strong opportunity to exchange
specific experiences between the various educational
institutions and organisations. It has also contributed
to create and develop networks between lecturers.
Relationships are vital when you work together across
borders in different educational cultures. It takes time
to create new relationships. In general, it is difficult to
collaborate and learn from each other when you do not
meet in person.
In coming projects, more meetings that are physical should
be part of the project plan so that the partners can plan
concurrently. There is a preference for less communication
by email. A realistic suggestion could be to meet three
times per semester.

No. 6: More knowledge about each other
There tends to be a built-in expectation that
Scandinavian partners know a lot about their
Scandinavian neighbours. This may not be the case and
we need to increase our knowledge about each other.
A future formalisation of this should be part of the
project’s assignment.
For example, you could start with a workshop where
partners make presentations. Here, the partners would
get more knowledge about each other. This could be
in the areas such as unemployment levels, the number
of entrepreneurs and conditions for start-ups, political
support for entrepreneurs, the collaboration between
business and education and internships. In general, we
know too little about each other.

Translated from Danish to English and processed by BAAA.
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Keep in touch

Dania
Minervavej 63
DK-8960 Randers SØ
Phone: +45 7229 1000

Aalborg University

Contact person

Fredrik Bajers Vej 5,

Mai Britt Pilkjær Jacobsen,

Postboks 159,

Uddannelseschef

DK-9100 Aalborg

mpj@eadania.dk

Business Academy MidtVest

Phone: +45 9940 9940

Gl. Landevej 2

Talent programme, part 1

Contact person

DK-7400 Herning

Read more about our method at:

Jesper Thinnesen,

Phone +45 9627 5700

www.innomatch.biz

Innovation consultant
Contact person

AAU Match, jthi@adm.aau.dk

Margrethe Børsting,
The creative platform
Read more about our method at:

Manager of Development and
Knowledge Center

www.innomatch.biz

meb@eamv.dk
Innovation camp and new
innovation run
Read more about our method at:
www.innomatch.biz
Campus Varberg
Alexandersoninstitutet
VIA University College

Otto Torellas Gata 18 E

Prinsens Alle 2,

432 44 Varberg

DK-8800 Viborg

phone +46 340 880 00

Phone: +45 8755 3794
Contact person
Contact person

Anders Hulten,

Jens Jensen,

anders.hulten@campus.varberg.se

+45 12 34 56 78
Jens@mail.dk

Taste of WOW
Read more about our method at:

Spark social innovation
Read more about our method at:
www.innomatch.biz

www.innomatch.biz

NOD
Business and Destination Office Municipality of Varberg

Coompanion Halland

Västra Vallgatan 39,

311 32 Falkenberg

43241 Varberg Sweden

Phone: +46 0346-450 140

Kvarngatan 2,

Phone +46 702-8550 76
Contact person
Contact person

Lina Borghardt,

Louise Wallmander,

Projektledare/ Rådgivare

Development Manager

lina.borghardt@coompanion.se

Lead partner

louise.wallmander@varberg.se
La(m)b
Matchmaking

Central Denmark Region

Read more about our method at:

Read more about our method at:

Skottenborg 26

www.innomatch.biz

DK-8800 Viborg

www.innomatch.biz

Phone: +45 7841 0000
Contact person
Ruth Strøm
Senior Consultant

Business Academy Aarhus

Ruth.Stroem@ru.rm.dk

University of Applied Sciences
Sønderhøj 30
DK-8260 Viby J
Phone: +45 7228 6000
Contact person
Ulla Haahr,
Portfolio Project Manager
ulha@baaa.dk
Experts in Teams
Read more about our method at:
www.innomatch.biz

Drivhuset
Yesbox - Home of entrepreneurs.
Gamlestadsvägen 4hus B13,
415 02 Göteborg,
Phone +46 767742204

Read more about Design Thinking at IDEO:
ideou.com/pages/design-thinking

Contact person
Lotta Lehikoinen,
Senior Process Leader, lotta
lehikoinen@drivhuset.se
La(m)b
Read more about our method at:
www.innomatch.biz
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